
 

 An academick is a man supported by the public cost, and dignified 

with public honours, that he may attain and impart wisdom. He is 

maintained by the public, that he may study at leisure; he is 

dignified with honours, that he may teach with weight. The great 

duty therefore of an academic is diligence of inquiry, and liberality 

of communication.  

- Samuel Johnson, ‘On The Character and Duty  

of an Academick, 1793 

 

 

 

One professor’s re-evaluation of his teaching methodologies in light of 

the climate change crisis 

‘[I]f, all together, we take altogether seriously statements like Gillen D’Arcy Wood’s 

that we now stand “at the beginning of the most crucial decades in the history of the 

human species on earth,” then surely we need to change at least some of what we’ve 

been doing. In teaching, change comes basically in two ways: through changes in the 

syllabus and changes of approach. We change what we teach, we change how we 

teach, or both. Blessed with the freedom to do so, I have changed some of what I 

teach. But I’ve also shifted some of the emphases of traditional courses, expanding 

the idea of what counts as context in minor ways that I think contribute here and 

there to ecological literacy. For example, in a survey of literature from the late 

seventeenth century to the present, I include climate history, changing fossil fuel use, 

and population history as relevant to literary production, and I introduce students to 

the idea of the Anthropocene Age and its putative starting point in mid-eighteenth-

century England. These and other steps each of us can think of are small things 

indeed. Students often ask some version of “Aren’t my actions just a drop in the 

ocean?” To which the only reply I know is another question: “Can you imagine an 

ocean not made of drops?”’   

 



‘We sometimes assume as self-evident that the skills cultivated in interpreting 

difficult literary works can carry over automatically to make one a critical participant 

in public discourse. But in a time of both urgency and well-funded rhetorical 

manipulation, we need to communicate more deliberately about what it takes to 

prepare students to be able to read articles or posts critically on crucial subjects such 

as climate change and environmental policy.’  

 

- John Sitter, ‘Academic Responsibility and the Climate 

of Posterity’, ISLE: Interdisciplinary Studies in 

Literature and Environment, 21:1 (2014) 

 

 


